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Abstract 
T h ~ s  d~ssertat~on l vest~gates the use of acoustlc sub-word units for language ident~ficat~on I  
the frame work of Parallel Phone Recogn~tlon (PPR) wlth three main contrlbut~ons F~rst,  
the selection of optimal palameters, d~stance measure and automat~c segmentation method 
for generating acoustlc sub-word un~ts  Second, the select~on of optlmal slze and resolut~on 
of the acoustlc space In terms of sub-word un~ts, for language d~scr~mination Th~rd,  the 
theoret~cal equ~valence of an Ergodic HMM (EHMM) formulat~on to the PPR system 
PPR IS one of the state-of-the-art arch~tectures, w ~ t h  the front-end phone recognuer 
(PR) tra~ned on phonet~cally hand-labeled speech data We extend the concept of uslng 
phonemes and phonotactics as characteristic of a language, to acoustically consistent seg- 
ments and segment statstics Thus, the phone recognizer found m the PPR ~s replaced by 
a sub-word recognlzer (SWR) The SWR, m prlnclple can replace the phone recognlzer m 
other automat~c language ident~ficatlon (LID) architectures such as PRLM (Phone Recogni- 
tion followed by Language Modeling), PRLM-P (Parallel PFiLM) frameworks We explore 
several issues in sub-word decoding, VIZ , acoustic l~kellhood score, joint acoustic/phonotactic 
likelihood score and separate phonotactic score These likelihood scores have Inherent blases 
and therefore we studied several methods of bias removal T h ~ s  lead to several schemes of 
classificat~on, vlz , rnaxlrnum likelihood (ML) class~fier, Gaussian class~fier and K-nearest 
ne~ghbor (K-NN) class~fier The formulation of joint acoust~c/phonotactic l~kellhood score 
and ML classification, lead us to Into ~nterpret~ng the parallel subword recognztzon (PSWR 
PPR system with front-end PR replaced by SWR) framework as an ergod~c-HMM w ~ t h  
subword urnts as ~ t s  states 
Abstract IV 
The performance of the above formulations IS tested on telephone quality real speech 
data, spoken by several speakers and In SIX different languages (OGI-TS speech corpus) The 
performance of the PPR system IS taken as basehne for parallel subword recognltlon (PSWR) 
system evaluation Since the PPR system reqmres manually labeled tralnlng data, PPR 
and PSWR are constraned to 6 languages (English, German, Mandarin, Hindl, Japanese, 
Spanssl~) We show that PSWR approach performs comparably to the PPR system (70%) 
without the need for any llngulstlc labelsng of the speech data T h ~ s  LS qmte encouraging, 
slnce the PSWR approach can be extended to new set of languages without the tedious 
reqmrement of phonemlc labellng of tralning data 
